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LEADERSHIP: 
WH1, - ~N WE LEARN FROM THE SCHOLARLY LITERATURE? 

Bill Robinson 

The crisis of tea11ership today is the mediocrity or irresponsibility of so many of the 
men and wom1~ .. in power, but leadership rarely rises to the full need for it. The 
fundamental en r. ,s of underlying mediocrity is intellectual. If we know all too much 
about our leac1~r!;, we know far to little about leadership. We fail to grasp the 
essence of leae'ership that is relevant to the modem age and hence we cannot 
agree even on tr•e standards by which to measure, recruit, and reject it. Is 
leadership s,m~ !)' innovation -- cultural or political? Is it essentially inspiration? 
Mobilization ot tr,llowers? Goal setting? Goal fulfillment? Is a leader the definer 
of values? ~, at1~ f1er of needs? If leaders require followers, who leads whom from 
where to where ,,md why? How do leaders lead followers without being wholly led 
by followers " ,· 0 adership is one of the most observed and least understood 
phenomena a•· ·'·arth (Bums 1978:1·2. emphasis his except last sentence) 

PAGE 02 

This quote a.bove from r,e author of the most highly read (modem) book on leadership, 
Leadership (1978). -expresses a sentiment shared by many scholars in the field. After spending 
decades researchin9 te.adership, we know perhaps no more than the medieval and ancient 
writers on the subjer;t •l.fter examining Inumerous cases of leadership, interviewing hundreds of 
leaders, and subject.,n ~ this data to a wide range of theoretical analyses, scholars have little that 
they can offer practit1or •: rs that is of use to them. This predi~ment in which the field finds itself 
has become the focu-; ., discussion in academic conferences, and commenting on this situation 
has become almost a r ~t:1uired rite in books and articles on the subject. Thus, in a review of the 
research literaturn. -1 -:,_ -, e ( 1988:260) ends his review by asserting his belief in the potential of 
the field. 

In conclusioP r ,,, ,)uld like to stress my belief that the study of leadership has 
yielded a nu .,,t,. •· of empirically supported generalizations and a number of 
promising theo, ,~s I am optimistic about the future. I see promise and progress 
in leadersh,~ 1 ( ' :.Harch and theory. 

It is true that resear·;h 1 :1s yielded some empirical findings, which House points out. Yet, these 
studies have focuse·d ·J• 

the peripherdl et,3ments surrounding leadership [sueh as traits , group facilitation 
techniques s,t .;~1tional characteristics, and styt.es) and its content [the knowledge 
a leader needs r :> know about a particular organization or issue) instead of on the 
nature of lee de• ~;hip as a process, on leadership viewed as a dynamic 
relationship ~,most none [of the research] has been aimed at understanding 
the &ssent1a· "'le ture of what leadership is, the process whereby leaders and 
followers relate 1) one another to achieve a purpose. (Rost 1991 :4). 

Leadership research r 11 ~ yielded very few policy-oriented and practical insights that could be 
helpful to those con: P.r -~d with cultivating leadership in pursuit of certain organizabonal or 
societal goal.s. Yet. ,! •: f'.e pays less attention to the findings of particular studies and instead 
examines the crit,cc11 ' !e \ 1e ws of the field by its (research) practitioners, then there are $ignifi~nt 
things we (as an or!1~·1 .- ation aiming to cultivate leadership) can learn. 
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The following summar, analysis of leadership studies is divided into six sections. The first 
section addresses th P. luestion: What are leadership studies trying to explain? Conversely, what 
are they not explain,n£e This section addresses certain definitional problems underlying the field 
o! lead~rship researct- ~ich make research findings of limited utility to those (like CIJE) who 
aim to find leaders to, •tte,r cause. Seoond, the various theoretical .approaches to explaining 
leadershi,:;, will b<t del1r1o~ated and critiqued. Third, a s,et of "findings" that may be useful to 
practitioners of leader::;hcp will be discussed. These are predominantly conceptual and may be 
useful in reconceptuali;: rig how we think about leadership and, thus. how we plan to cultivate iL 
Fourth, the "how.to· htt·1·ature of (reflective) practitioners is examined to glean the common 
sense wisdom of le,3d~rs Fifth, two different (though complementary) political-anthropological 
approaches to leadersh o are described, following upon Rosfs suggestion (quoted above) that 
studies of leadership :;110uld focus on the processes through which relationships between 
leaders and follower~,;,,~ developed. Lastly, a few practical suggestions are offered in regard to 
developing plans fo •r , =· ,::ultivation of leadership. 

WHAT ARE LEADERf; HIP STUDIES TRYING TO EXPLAIN? 

Leadership r-esearch fc cuses almQ$t ex:ch,,sive!y on the que•tion: What constitutes good 
leadership? As a s•Jbs••::lcary (practical) concem, scholars may attempt to answer the question: 
How does one sele1:-.t !'1 : • and/or train good leaders? The literature tends to avoid addressing 
another important ~ 11i; i 11on· What motivates people to become leaders? The reasons for this are 
as follows. 

First, most of the litera- 1Jre does not distinguish between being a leader and being a "good" 
leader. By this, I d i:> r,,11 mean the leaders's goals, $UCh as one may focus upon in comparing 
Martin Luther King :-..ln•:1 -iitler. Rather, I am referring to the practice of leadership. in that some 
people may be bett,er 1·1,m others at leading. Yet, they all may be considered leaders depending 
on one's definition lri ~ ssence, scholars in the field have difficulty separating the practice of 
leadership from its ,~ff~·~:ts:. leaders are those who are successful at leading. However, defining 
leadership by its effect :: i s problematic. Primarily, how do you know that the designated "leader" 
produced the state<! ef'·:!c ts? Attribution theory argues that leadership is a result of a 
psychological ar'ld/c r c .1l tural need in people to find a meaningful cause other than themselves for 
observed Changes. !.-e:.,ders are attributed power that may in actuality be the result of the 
populace or historic al-·. ·ructural factors. 1 

Second, when the I ter ~ture does distinguish between good leaders and (ineffective) leaders, it 
relies upon a struct.Jra functional (role) definition of leaders. Leaders are those who inhabit 
leadership position!, ( fr o m the Presidency of the United States to a board member of a local 
nonprofit agency). ThHse studies tend to be of two kinds. some assume the existence of 
leaders (as those whc 1111 the board posiitions). In this case, the primary research question is: 
How do we improvt! tt1.:, skills of these board member:S? The practical result of this research is 
board training prog 'cW !, The second type of study asks: How do we select for those who have 
the potential to be qoo· leaders? The practical result of this research is candidate examinations, 
which select peoplt! sn ,: training programs. In either case. scholars assume the existence of 
people who either c11E , want to be leaders. They do not see a lack of candidates for leadership 
positions or leader~.t-11: ,raining. Thus, the literature tends not to ask the question: What makes 

---------· -· --
1 Ric,oeur (1 ~ae:: ·,as developed a theory of authority (leadership) that parallels this idea. Ricoeur 

anerts that a pe~on ~ · · :,mes a leader by convincing the populace that s/he is responsible for changes 
that are in actualitv du~ t : the power of the populace. The process by which this is achieved and Its 
implicatiOl"f for o,;r v:1rl ~ -•;tanding ot leadership are discussed below. 
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people willing to be lee,1ars or take a leadership role?. 

Because the Jewish e~ucational system -- unlike government or businesses - does not have 
clear1y defined structur~s and positions of authority (beyond the boards of day schools), we 
cannot easily distinguish between those who are (in positions of) leaders(hip) and those ·who are 
not. Thus, prior to add ·essing the problem of motivating people to be leaders, we must tackle an 
underlying definitior.al p ·oblem: What constitutes leadership, leaders, or leading? 

This is not an easy ta!,1-. Researchers in the field of leadership have not managed to agree upon 
definitions. For some !:t::holars, leadership involves controlling the decisions of a group. Lowry 
(1962:8) states that "(l )eadership is the ability (and potential) to influence the decisions and 
actions of others (followers) and therefore to exercise power over the decision-making processes 
of community life " F c,, nthers. leadership involves supporting group processes In ways that 
enhance their effect,ve-- ess. Fiedler (1967:36) wrote that "(b)y leadership behavior we generally 
mean the particular ac:1 ! , in which a leader engages in the course of directing and coordinating 
the work of group merr,hers." Scholars disagree over whether leaders act to fulfill their own 
goals or the shared Q<>-~ls of the group. Scholars also disagree over whether leadership .should 
be restricted to inftuen, · 'l<J others through rational (or emotional) appeals or can involve the 
exercise of raw power 

Without a <:fear (and <:rperationalizable) definition, researchers cannot with any substantial dOiree 
of validity or reliability <ir?termine if a specific instance is an example of leadership or if a .specific 
person is being a leadw A definition proffered by Carter (1958:24) - "Leadership behaviors are 
any behaviors the expt>nmenter wishes to designate. or more generally, any behaviors Which 
experts in this area w i~h to consider as leader behaviors. N -- may be an accurate description of 
the field, but it not usetut for building cumulative, scientific knowledge. This is not solely a 
theoretical problem it ;, as practical implications. If we are to develop programs to either identify, 
encourage, and/or tra,11 leaders. we need to know what we mean by leadership. The kt>y 
question we ~ f.-, a:;i.- ourselves is: How do we know when someone is lt>ading? If we cannot 
clearty answer this qu~stion, our diagnosis of the "problem" may be wrong. and our remedy may 
yield unexpected and l •ndesired results . 

THEORETICAL APPR ) ACHES TO EXPLAINING LEADERSHIP 

Five types of theoretic~, approaches have dominated the research on leadership. While each 
one continues to have •ts adherents. the follOWing 11st is chronological in regard to the particular 
theory's period of domnance over the field of leadership. (1) Group theory (1930's - 1940's) 
examines leadersh1p within small group (face-to-face) interactions. (2) Trait theories (1940's ~ 
1950's} focus on thosE' personality characteristics that are common among good leaders. 
Leadership is a product of unique personalities. (3) In contrast, behavior theories (1950's -
1960's) view leadershir, as the performance of discrete behavioral patterns. They attempt to 
generalize from the specific, observed behaviors of good leaders. (4) Situational (or 
contingency) theories l 960's - 1970's) suggest that practicing successful leadership is 
dependent upon cE-rtc1·f! situational characteristics. Thus, certain traits or behaviors may only 
produce leadershiJ:· ,t c:-ertain environmental conditions exist. Moreover, certain environmental 
conditions may precIw1e the development of any leadership. (5) More recent research attempts 
to examine all thre,~ a~; ~ects in relation to each other. One example of this is excellence theory 
(1980's). The foc;;\,Js 1s on understanding the traits, behaviors, and decisions (situational paths) of 
specific leadel"!I (u:~u;~-,., in business) who have been designated as ,.excellent leaders." 

The current result , .,, s t' these endeavors is bits and pieces of data with little or no ret•v•nce to 
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the actual practice <•f le·adership and for those who ere In the busim,ss of encouraging 11nd 
developing leaders F ( , the most part, findings on leadership in small groups cannot be applied 
to understanding th~ r~,,:,re common occurrences of leadership that take place on a larger scale. 
While excellence th":?t1 r f:s attempt to combine trait, behavior, and situational factors in their 
analysis of leadership he complexities block any attempts at generalization. Given that leaders 
have different trait s a:: r differently in different situations. and that the possible situations in which 
they must lead are innwnerable, researchers have not been able to develop meaningful and 
practical generaliza tior •. Thus, the most current crop of research either provides trite findings .... 
such as leaders c reate ,.,sions that motivate others and leaders know how t.o pick the right 
battles to fight - or .,, . ., ~!ity leadership further by viewing is as the product of charisma. 

In addition, excelle nu · !itudies fail to take into account the reciprocal relationship of person and 
environment. Exceife,,r:e studies aim to develop a description of good leadership by observing 
and interviewing leade ··.: who ha.ve been defined as already excellent (in regard to the 
organization they h:we mproved). They tend to disregard the possibility that the current 
attributes of these lea< ~ r$ are a product of their efforts to improve their organizations. These 
leaders did not star! Ol • with the qualities they now possess and employ: they learned them 
through practice. l hu:; the research would be used incorrectly, if one decided to select for 
leaders with these Jbsnved qualities or to train people in these qualities. What may be 
necessary is develop,r q the ability of would-be good leaden~ to learn from and in their practice as 
leaders (ala TEI) arn~ :• -veloping conditions conducive to that leaming.2 

WHAT CAN WE L.FAF' 'J FROM THE RESEARCH? 

Leaming ar,o l ttading 
As mentioned above 1t'e first thing we can leam is that learning may be a central component of 
leadership. Perhaps ,,..e most obvious finding from the recent group of studies, which attempt to 
examine simultaneoui.ly personality traits, behaviors. and situational attributes of leaders and 
leading, is that no 1r11! set of traits. no easily trainable repertoire of behaviors. and no handbook 
of directions for s1t uat onaf..based decision-making can produce leaders. Instead of sim,plifying 
reality into scienttfi~all\ manageable bits. applying path analyses to leadership (for example} has 
illustrated the in nurnH ·able types of situations that confront leaders and the consequent 
complexity of lead•~rst• o decisions. Leadftrs need to b6 capable of analyzing situations, 
choosing appropriate · •,sponses, and critically ,effecting on the effects of their ct,oiCfls. 

Leaders an d F ollowers 
Some scholars 1n t hEi t,etd (e.g., Ford 1990; Foster 1989; Gardner 1986, 1990; Rost 1991) have 
suggested that w e, n,~e-d to revise our understanding of leaders and followers. First, leaders do 
not create change b~, themselves, nor are followers the empty vehicles by which leaders create 
change. Leadership ,. depende·nt on people choosing to follow (whether or not they see this as 
a choice). Thus. ,~ac!Hrship must be understood ass relationship between lea<h,rs and 
followers, the pnman function o,f which is to cultivate the motivation of foltowfH'3. Second, 
leaders and follo'A>er~ are not easily distinguished categories with clear boundaries. As 
especially noted ,, 1-' ,,j,es of small group dynamics, sometimes people will lead and at otlier 

2 In this reg arc, the research on educational leaderahip may be very appropriate to our 
understanding of la·, le tder.ship . Given CIJE's expertise in this area, this document does not examine the 
l1ten1ture on educat,~r ;, leade~hlp . 
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times those same pec·p'e may follow. People move in and out of these roles as their interests 
and c?nditions change Moreover, it is often difficult to determine if persons are leading, 
following, o.r collabcrat rig. For instance. in democratic, self.empowered groups without explicitly· 
defined roles. are the , -,i rticipants leaders or followers? Thus, instead of searching for or training 
people to be leltders " ' ~ should be thinking about how to moti vate people to participate as 
leaders and followers 1 -: those endeavors we deem important. While certain observers of 
American leadership t1.1ve lamented the lack of leaders. others have suggested that there are 
more act ive leader!, n,::w than at any other point in American history. It is just that these days 
there are more opportL·nit ies for people to be leaders outside of the· traditional arena of 
government - business schools, churches, civic associations, etc. The issues is how to motivate 
these leaders to lead ,, your area of concern. 

Leadership and Management 
Many past studies of lf'adership did not distinguish between leadership and management. Some 
simply defined leaders '1,p .as good organizat ional management. More recent work has begun to 
address the relatiorist11p between the two. Of particular note, Rost sees management as the 
coordination of "human and material resources so as to achieve organizational goats" (1991:77) . 
Good man(llgtment m.,kes bureaucracies work. Leadership, on the other hand, is "an influence 
relationship among leade,s and followers Who intend real changes that reflect their mutual 
purposes" ( 1991: 102) Rost contrasts "real change"' to those changes that preserve the 
bureaucratic (industri,1 l conditions of our lives. "Real change" involves transfonning people and 
contexts toward a ":>o~ r- industrial" way of life. 

Many scholars of mod+Hnity have struggled with the question: What is the alternative to the 
alienating, instrumE-ntal bureaucratic conditions of modem, industrial life? In attempting to 
distinguish between 1e-~c1ership and management, leadership scholars face the same question. 
One element that i~; c:: mmon in many of the answers given by leadership scholars and others is 
the centrality of "vis,c-11 · and "values." Leadership moves beyond management by raising the 
question -- What are n. r core values? - and committing people to answering it in word and deed. 
While management a.+wmpts to 17lfMt the ~yen ands of organizations (snd people) , leadership 
transforms 'Pf)ople ,?11,; 'he ir social environment toward the realization of a shll[fKI ethical vision. 

Management and lead~rsttip represent two common ideal types; they reiterate Tonnies' 
distinction between G~·.,selschaft and Gemeinschaft. Buber (1958, 1965) presents a similar 
distinction in developir ~1 his ideal types of l·lt and I-Thou. The instrumental nature of I-It 
relationship:s is to t,e 'f,~1md in those colleetivities that humans create for the pursuit of external 
goals. such as busrne:.·;.es. political parties, and military units. The value-based I-Thou 
relationships are the h ~tlmark of comm.unities. Where people congregate for the purpose of 
enhancing t heir re1at1o"s among one another within the group. Defining leadership in contrast to 
management. and ~hu , aligning leadership with the development of community, leads to three 
defining aspects of le21c1ership. (1) Leadership works by motivating people on the bases of 
shared values. not 1n1t·rests. (2) Leadership is future-oriented. It aims to transform social reality 
(including "human na~w e") toward a shared, value-based vision. (3) While leaders must be 
concerned with the hrr ,tations of the social environment (including human interests), leadership 
involves ove rcoming tti ">Se limitations. By questioning in word and deed the "givan-ness" of any 
situation. leaders n 1.-11• ? the seemingly impossible seem probable. 3 

·' One consequer,c~ of this view of le.-dership is the inablHty o f mainstream social science to 
"understand .. le.-der1:htp Social sctentmc analysis ... umn thet certain features of the aocial environment 
and human nature are ·1 {'lati'Jely) immutable. Science aima to make predictions (after the fact) baaed upon 
i1s knowledge ofthe ,.e 1' , ,nutable conditions and the subeequent likelihood of certain even19 occurring. If 
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COMMON SENSE WH ~ T 00 REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONERS SAY? 

Another source of knowledge about leadership is from those who practice leadership. What do 
the (reflective) leaders have to Hy about their practiC4t? To answer this question, I went to a 
local bookstore and selected from the "management" section ten books whose titles referred to 
leadership. Then, I exarncned their iables of Contents for commonalities. [The Tables of 
Contents follow in App,~nd ix C.] Five concepts seemed central to the authors' understanding of 
their leadership pra,-;ti<>~'> These concepts address the question: How does leadership wort(? 
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1) VISION: Judging by :he frequency of which these authors mention vision (or mission), it must 
be the most important ; 1ngle attribute of leadership. Vision implies that leadership is Mure
oriented, and leaders are responsible for creating change. 

""" , 2) RELATIONSHIP: Lf-~d!ership. as mentioned above, is a relationship between leaders and 
followers. As leaders rF,quire cultivation, so do followers. some h9Ve called this "'followership." 

3) MOTIVATION: Follc,wers (and leaders) need to be motivated. While a person may be in a 
position of leadership ,md may have developed a vis ion {alone or in cooperation with others). this 
person will still need to ·Nork on motivating othe~ to participate in ntalizing this vision. 

4) LEARNING: To ao::c,rnplish all this, readers need to be leamers. They need to learn about 
their environment and jbout themselves. 

5) HOPE: Lastly the i::,rocess of change needs to be sustained. Thus, leaders need to offer 
signs of hope to thE•1r f :illowers that, though the road is long, we ar& making good progress. 

POLITtCAL-ANTHPO F'OLOGICAL APPROACHES TO LEADERSHIP 

Political-anthropologica: approaches have remained on the margins of leadership research. Yet, 
they tend to address tt•ose ideas that have been found wanting in mainstream research on 
leadership (as desc-nbHd above) - namely, viewing leadership as a relationship between leaders 
and followers and emphasiZing the pursuit of shared, ett'lical visions over the fulfillment of given 
needs. The following two theories from political anthropology (a nall"rative model and a structural 
model) are offered Nit! · the airn of enriching our thinking about leadership -- as grist for the mill . 

• .,. i A Namative Model of Leadership 

C \ 

Ricoeur (1986) assert~ that while a leader's claim of authority must be seen (according to Weber) 
as self-evident to and ) bligatory upon the populace (followers) -- denying any need for voluntary 
acceptance - it's actu.Jlization (the ability to lead) depends precisely on gaining the populace's 
acceptance of that cla rn Yet, the populace can never be led to accept a leader's claim on 
purely rational ground!- Thus. the problem of leadership, according to Ricoeur. is how to 
overcome the gap bet'-vee-n claim and belief in a way that does not reveal the authority of the 
leader as dependent :.-! 1on the belief of the followers. 

The process by which this gap can be overcome and the populace motivated to act is a primary 

whit SNms glllen is r,o longer such, then social science cannot develop theorebl generafii1aona with 
p()8tdictive ~r. T:-tus ,fa central feature of leade~ip 18 Its capacity to overcome what at first Hems to 
be immutable aspects c,· society and human nature (or, u Marx stated. to em•netpate humans from "the 
dead weight of history"; ~hen social scientific analylls (as it Is commonly understood) fl incap•ble of 
explaining or accountinq •,,r leadership. 
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focus _of my own d issertation. Research on Refonn rabbis in Israel has led to developing a 
na1Tative model o f authc,rity, in which the "gap" between claim and belief is overcome through the 
followers recognizing a- d accepting their obligations as articulated verbally and svmbolically in a 
socially constructed nw rative enacted by the would-be leader.' 

In their sermons, one-tn -one interactions. and ritual perfomiances, rabbis act out a constructed 
story with both plot .::1n-:1 c.haracters. These stories have a specific narrative structure, consisting 
of three related compc·nents: (1) a description of what is; (2) a description of what ought to be 
(that is different frorn what is and is obligatory upon the intended followers): and (3) a "sign" by 
which the leader reve.,1~. that the space between what is and what ought to be has been or is 
being closed (and . thu~ their obligations are being fulfilled) and by which the followers recogniz-e 
the extra-ordinary o,· e:-~:mplary abilities of the leader to close the space (and help, them fulfill 
their obligati,ons) 

Deshen (1976) provides an apt illustration of this process (examining a different area of social 
interaction). During oM of Israel's elections, he observed an Israeli attempting to convince 
another to vote for the ~a1ional Religious Party (NRP). In Israel, each political party is 
represented by a H~bmN letter or fetters. Through this letter the party ·attempts to metaphorically 
link itself with those va1, ,es held by their intended followoJ'$. The letter of the NRP is a "Bn (Bet in 
Hebrew). whieh could ! !and for Bereshit (Blessing). The following monologue was recorded by 
Oeshen: 

When I go to vi:,te , I take the "B· slip in my hand. I kiss it! I say lesheim yihud kudshal and 
I drop it into the oallot box. (Deshen 1976:91) 

Oeshen (1978:91) ~oint~ out that this statement is a play upon "routine behavior in the 
performance of act~ t)f r,tual devotion in Judeo-Moroccan tradition." The speaker is arguing that 
the individual's ritual ot ,t,gaition (what ought to be) should be fulfilled through a political practice 
that is obligated by :hf~ State. Moreover, it is only through the extra-ordinary power of a particular 
political party that thE> c; f!cular act of voting could be tTansformed into the fulfillment of a sacred, 
religious obligation ~- ,t;s, fulfillment on the person's obligation (and the closing of the space 
between what is and what ought to be) is predicated upon the individual's recognition of the 
unique authority of ~hE· ~';tate and party. The vote becomes both a sign of the realization of what 
ought to be (fulfillmeri t ·,f one's obligations) and a proof of the leader's (party's and State's) 
unique claim to autl 101, :·, 

In this model of teade,-;nip. the most es.sential skill of the would-be leeder is th& ability to provide 
narrative meaning to o ·1e ·s interactions with others in such a way that these actions will be 
view&d as "signs· of UH· group's growing BCComplishments in realizing what ought to be and the 
unique or exempla~,- a, ,,:tlities of oneself to lead the group. 

A Structural Model of Leadership 
.,. • In contrast to this (\'Ol 1Jntaristic) approach, Wildavsky offers an understanding of leadership that' 

views the type of leadE-1 ship that a society experiences as determined by certain political and 
cultural conditions A ;ociety based on :slavery yields leaders with unlimited powers and 
uninterrupted sucCE~ssir,n In an anarchic society, the powers of leaders are limited and the rise 
of leaders is sporacllc 1n a society based on equity, the rise of leadership is still sporadic, but 
their powers are unliT ·Hd Finally, in a !hierarchical society, leadership is limited but succession 
is uninterrupted. 

If one applies Wild,,"';• / s analysis to Jewish education in North America, one may conclude that 

- - ----- --·-· --
• The followi1 ,9 ··; ~ substantially 1bbrevf1ted dMCriptlon of the theoretical model. 
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the sporadic rise of leaders with limited powel"9 to change cum,nt conditions is to be expected 
given the anarchic relarions among Jewish educating institutions. In order to cultivate l•Bders 
who have greater influt-n~ and continue the same aaenda as each succeeds the other, jt may 
bft necessary to transform the structure/ relationtS betwNn the different JewitSh f>ducating 
institutions. The hope that Wildavsky offers is that leaders a,e often capable of changing those 
social structures thcit 1r·1!ialty determined the extent and nature of their authority. 

WHERE DO Wr: GO FROM HERE? 

Based on the above re•, ,ew of the literature, I offer three suggestions for C!JE's continued wo~ 
in the field of lay leadt-1 ~:hip. 

1. Cultivating le1dersh1n goes hand .. in .. hand with cultivating followership. The key may not be 
training or selecting leaders; rather, it may be motivating people to participate as leaders and as 
followers. central t,) f"llotivating others is the idea that they have (Jewish) obligations that need 
to be fulfilled and wh1c ~ ,::an be fulfilled (ideally) through participation in the offered endeavor. 

2. Since the above is t·asier said than done, leaders (professional and lay) need to learn how to 
motivate others. Given the nature of the process and the complexities of the environment, this 
teaming needs to happ~n within practice. The social scientific research does not offer useful 
guidelines for this proc:,~ss beyond What is considered "common sense." Findings must be 

- t discovered through a shared inquiry into the practice of leadership, similar to the approach of 
TEI. To accomplish t,-, is we need to develop and institutionalize the means by Which 
professional and lay leEt•1ers, along wtth researchers ,on leadership. can become "critical 
colleagues" for eacti o t7er 

3. If Wildavsky is correct . we also need to engage in structural change. The anarchic structure 
of Jewish education mci·, be a primary influence leading to the existence of sporadic leadership 
w ith limited capacities tc,r creating change. [The limited tenure (and power) of professional 
lead&rs in their jobs ar1rl in the field may also be seen in this light.] If we want to develop a 
succession of leaders r--at will maintain focus on those issues that we deem important to 
transforming Jewist- ed1 ication, we may need to change the political retations among Jewish 
educating institutions 

APPENDIX A 

Selected scholar1y wor~ :; 

APPENDIX 8 

Notable researcher~. ar <t {reflective) practitioners of leadership who may be useful consultants to 
CIJE 

APPENDIXC 

Tables of Contents fro, , the "how-to" literature of leaders 
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VOLUNTEERING: 
WHA T CAN BE LEARNED FROM ACADEMIC RESEARCH? 

Bill Robinson 

Social science research into volunteerin~ has been preoccupied with ascertaining1 the personal 
and environmental correlates of volunteer participation. This has re.suited in a dearth of research 
into those processes that motivate potential volunteers to actually participate. Moreover. the 
research that has been done on volunteer motivations provides only a "thin description," lacking 
an sufficient understaf"ding of the social and cultural ways organizations compel volunteer 
participation. ConseQl1ently. mainstream social science research is of limited utility to 
practitioners of voh.mteering. 

This basic argument is j etailed in the following four sections. First, the five basic avenues of 
social science research into the detenninants of volunteer participation are outlined. Most of this 
research focuses on or'le type of determinant; very few studies have been conducted that 
examine simultaneous1y the multitude of variables potentially affecting volunteer participation. 
Second, two theoretical models that attempt to provide a semblance of order to the disparate 
research findings are dP.scribed. This leads into a diSC\JSSion of two theoretical concerns with 
the general course of Ampirical research into volunt"r participation. Third, survey research into 
the reported' motivatior·s of volunteers is described, and the need for a "thick(et) description" of 
the processes by which volunteers are motivated to participate is detailed. Lastty, the limited 
usefulness of empirical research to practitioners of volunteering is addressed. Instead, 
practitioners may lean'\ more from careful anatysis of interviews with and observed interactions 
of actual (and potent1a·1 volunteers in their organization. 

RESEARCH FINDINGS ON THE OETEIRMINANTS OF VOLUNTEERING 

Research into the determinants of volunteering tend ·to focus on one of f,ve variable types: 
• Q.9ntextual vari~~. such as region, community size, and attributes of organizations: 
• Social background variables. such as education, household -size, income. race, and age; 
• Personality yar,.ibJU, such as empathy, morality, and ego strength: 
• Attitudinal Yida.P~. such as perceived benefits and costs. ideological agreement with 

aims of voluntary organization, and sense of civic responsibility; 
• Situational VAfl~RJu. such as pr-evious organizational involvement. having friends in the 

organization. and being asked to join. 
[While researchers exr,,citly refer to these categorical types in their studies, their boundaries are 
not exclusive, as soMf specific variables may be viewed as one or another type by different 
researciiers.] 

Conceming contextual -1ariables, Curtis, Grabb, and Baer (1992), using data from fifteen 
industrialized countne!: demonstrated that rates of volunteer participation is higher in smaller, 
more rural commurntie ~. Sundeen (1992) had similar findings from a U.S. national sample. 
Several different researchers (Berger 1991 ; Vaillancourt and Payette 1986; Stump 1986; 
Williams and Ortega t f186} have four'ld state and regional differences in volunteer participation in 
the United States. in ;~ddition, the characteristics of organizations in which respondents work or 
attend school have be~ n shown to have an impact on volunteer participation. Hougland and 
Shepard (1985) found !hat managers in larger corporations are more likely to volunteer. Foss 
(1983) found that ~tu,jt-nts attending universities with positive attitudes toward volunteer 
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participation, perhaps not surprisingly, tended to volunteer more often. Furthermore, religious 
practices and identity have been consid:ered to be important determinants of volunteer 
participation. Hodpkin~.on, Weitzman, and Kirsh (1990) found that church attendance correlates 
with volunteering an<1 ,:11antable giving. 

Concerning social bacl<ground variables, Edwards and White (1980), using a multi-county sample 
in the United State!'. fn Jnd volunteer participation to be associated s ignificantly with education, 
occupational prestige. ,ncome, and (low) family size. In a study of urban blacks, Florin, Jones, 
and Wandersman (19M) found volunteer participation to be higher among respondents who 
were home owners toriger residents, married and otd:er. Focusing in a slightly different direction, 
Smith and Baldwin ( 1 g~· 4) found that parental attitude,s was a significant predictor of adult 
volunteer participation Social background variables have received the most attention in the 
literature and are typically included as control variable$ in studies focusing on other variable 
types. Among the -;oc,~I background variables, the relationship of education to volunteer 
participation has been well documented, white the relationship of others to volunteer participation 
remains debatable F"w eir:ample, the relationship of gender to volunteer participation has 
received mixed results When controlling for other variables, soma studies (Curtis, Grabb, and 
Baer 1992; Cutter 1980 Palissi and Kom 1989; Williams and Ortega 1988) have found 
participation rates to ho. higher for men, while other studies (Hodgkinson and Weitzman 1986; 
Hodgkinson, Weitzman Noga. end Gorski 1992) have shown women to have higher participation 
rates. The latter 1s esp~cially true when volunteer wortt is examinea separately from 
membership-at-large 11• volunteer associations. This point will be elaborated upon below. 

Conceming pers+:>nality variables, Allen and Rushton (1983), in reviewing studies on community' 
mental health volunteers, round that participation was higher for those with more empathy, 
morality, efficaey, emot·onal strength, and ego strength. Rimor and Tobin (1988), found that 
increased religious ida,..tity among Jews in the United States increases volunteer giving of time 
and money. However . ·:naan. Kastemakis, and Wineburg (1993), using a sample of volunteers 
and non-volunteers trc rt) three eastem United States cities, found that measures <>f religious 
motivation did not corr-3late with volunteer participation. As Smith (1994) notes, there is a paucity 
of research in this are,i and different studies often yield conflicting results depending on the 
group studied and the nstrument emptoyed. 

Conceming attitudinal ,ariables, several researchers (Condra, Warner, and Gillman 1976; 
Klandermans 1984 anr.l Schafer 1979) found that participation was higher among those who 
perceived the benefits of volunteering to be greater and/or the costs of volunteering to be lower. 
Some researchers i'Coc,k 1984; Jenner 1982) have shown the importance of ideological 
agreement between th~ volunteer and the organization's aims. In contrast, Widener (1985) 
illustrates the importarc:e of self.development incentives, and others (Florin, Jones, and 
wandersman 1986 Fn~dman, Florin, wanaersman, and Meler 1988) have round that a sense of 
civic obligation a11d a ~orception of organizational efficacy are important determinants of 
volunteer participat,or, 

conceming situational variables. some researchers (Adams 1980; Hodgkinson and Weitzman 
1986: Hodgkinson. 1,N~,tzman, Noga, and Gorski 1992) have found that having received services 
from the organization ,s a significant predictor of volunteer participation, while others (Hougland 
and Wood 1;980: Pnrki 1$ 1989; Rohs 1986) have fOYl""ld that having friends in the ,organization to 
be a significant detem ,nant. Greeley (1997), testing James Coleman's model of socia l capital, 
found that 34% of volur,teers in the nation-wide study either learned about their current volunteer 
activity through part1r:1J•-3tion in church or synagogue activities or from someone at the church or 

2 
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synagogue. This acccnmted for 95% of volunteering in religious organizations, but also for 50% 
to 16% of other types :-f volunteering. Perhaps most poignant for its obviousness, Berger (1991) 
found that being asker! to join was one of the two most important predictors (along w ith 
education) of volunte1;r participation. Smith (1994) reports that situational variables, along with 
personality variabl~s. 1·1 eeds to receive gAtater attention. 

Most research in the fi fild tends to focus on a single type of variable, though some studies 
employ social backgrourid variables as control variables. Very few studies attempt to assess the 
relative weight of the different variable types on volunteer participation. One such study was 
done by Rohs ( 1986 , . r which he attempted to account for varying lengths of volunteer service 
among adult 4-H le.ad..-i·s Employing a range of social background variables (i.e., age, income. 
education, length of re~1dence, number and age distribution of children, occupational status. 
gender, previous 01·gan,zational involvement, marital status). a personality variable 
(instrumentalism). ~nd 3ttitudinallsituational variables (i.e ., attractiveness of organization. 

" • influence of neighbors and influence of various organizational members), 1ne found that a 
volun1teer's length c,f s~rvice increased if the volunteer was older, had participated more years in 
the organization. hrtd < bildren in the organization, was not a laborer, and was attracted to the 
goals of the organi;~at1-,n These variables accounted for 65% of the variation in leaders' tenure. 

THEORETICAL MODE LS AND THEORETICAL CONCERNS 

The research on voluntl!er participation. as outlined above, has yielded many "findings." At best, 
the studies point toward important variables that must be taken into account in any general 
explanation of voluntewin9. At worst. the studies yield a jumble of disparate and sometimes 
conflicting results. A theoretical 5tructure is needed to make sense of the "findings." Yet. the 
attempt to provide thec,retical coherence and clarity to the data illuminates certain fundamental 
problems with tt,e f ield ·; understanding of volunteer participation. 

One such theoretical m')del is the Dominant Status Model. This model, first articulated by 
Lemon, Palisi. and Jacobson (1972). asserts that certain types of people are more likely to end 
up participating in V'0lu,teer activities than others. These people are characterized by having 
certain socially approvP-d or "dominant" :statuses, such as higher education. greater income, 
middle age, married lc-riger length of community residence, and more children under eighteen 
(Smith 1983). For thcf1= wiith previous involvement in volunteer organizations that focus on fund
raising. this model see··ns i,ntuitivety accurate. Federetion staff members, for e:l(ample, tend to 
want on their comrnitteE•s those persons who have the potential to donate a substantial amount 

- • and/or have a certain ~ o cia l status in the community (pemaps by dint of age or long.term, multi
generation residence 111 the community}. Thus, the organizat·ional staff may be pre-selecting for 
certain types of particip,ints. Berger (1991), as mentioned aboVe, has pointed to the importance 
of being asked to jo,n i ~ detem,ining volunteer participation. Yet, the research has not delved 
into d istinctions tietwe~" organizations with varying degrees and types of selectivity in the people 
they allow or encouragE to participate. To understand the detemiinants of volunteering, research 
must understand wh.-:i~ r>iakes certain people more attractive to particular volunteer organizations. 

Another theoretical moctet which has been offered is the General Activity Model (Smith, 
Macaulay, and Assoetc1tes 1980): This model views volunteer participation as simply another 
socially approved way ~f using one's discretionary time. The model asserts that people who 
engage more in soc-.,all·,i approved discretionary activities, such as socializirig with the neighbors, 
interacting with fn~rn1·, ~fom,al helping, charitable giving, political activity. church participation. 

3 
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and mass media activi~, (with the exception of television watching), will also engage more in 
volunteer activities. T tv! common wisdom corretate of this model is "If you want something done, 
ask someone who is always busy." The explicit assumption of this model is that volunteering Is 
no different "th,n other !;oc ia!ly approved forms of using discretionary time and, thus, it is 
hypothesized that pred1::tors of one usage will predict another usage. There is sorne evidence 
for this (Smith 1994) - towever, there is also evidence disputing this hypothesis and also 
suggesting that tno~e :1ctillities that have been grouped under the category of "volunteering" may 
be better understood a~ separate (dependent) variables. 

Heidrich (1990), ,n a ~tudy of volunteers in a midwestem town, found different volunteer roles -
leadership, direct sen,i,:e general support, and member-at-large - to be as$0ciated with different 
volunteer characterist ics People in leadership roles tended to have a longer history of 
volunteering. Those 1n direct service and general support roles tended to spend more hours both 
volunteering and in leisure activities. Lastly, members-at-large tended to be the most goal
oriented and the lea~t ,i.:ely to be working part-time (that is, they worked full-time or were retired). 

Williams and Ortega ( 1986), using a sample of adults from across the United States. found that 
different organizetiona! types were associated with different volunteer characteristics. The five 
organizational types st·.idie-d were: church-related; job-related; recreational; fratemal/service: and 
civic/politicat Educatio•-i and race were found to be significantly associated with volunteering in 
all five organiz:ationaf t,::,es. However, community size was associated onty With volunteering in 
recreational, churctwe:ated. and civic/political organizations. Region of residence was 
associated with vohJn~P.ering in recreational, job-related, and fraternal/service organizations. 

Both of these studies sugijest that in the attempt to understand the nature of volunteering 
(especially, who volu,ite-ers) it may be more productive to focus ona·s efforts on the specific type 
of volunteering and tti~ particular type of volunteer organization in which one is interested. 

THE PRACTICE OF MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 

The research on volunteering, for the most part, has bean concerned with finding those relativety 
immutable characterist, ::s of the person and his/her environment that are associated statistically 
with the act of volunte~iing. Yet. not everyone who lives in a ,mall town, has a college degree, 
scores high on an empathv test, and has friends in the organi%ation volunteers. Conversely. 
some people who live 1n big cities, dropped out of high school, score at the bottom of an empathy 
test. and have no frieMs in the organization do give of their time or money to volunteer 
organizations. Tne re~Harch tends to over1ook the decision to volunteer. 

Central to comprehend mg people's decisions to volunteer is understanding their motives. Clary, 
Snyder, and Stuka!> pg96), using a national survey conducted by the Independent Sector (1992). 

· .,,, ... tested a functional -!pi:;-roa ch to volunteering, which sees the volunteer experience as a way of 
fulfilling individual goal~ The range of potential goals examined in the study include: expressing 
or acting upon one's vH 'ues: increasing ,one's knowledge or skills; enhancing one's $elf-esteem: 
gaining experiences tMt will benefit their career; fitting into social groups; and coping with inner 
anxieties. Individuals rnay seek to fulfill one or more of these goals through volunteering. The 
study found that all si:< ¥ eas are associated with volunteering. Yet, different areas tend to have 
higher associations whP.n length of volunteer experience, the type of volunteer activity, and 
certain demographic characteristics (i.e., gender, age, education, and income) ,re taken into 
account. For instanc.o -::areer motivations are less important among those who are more 
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established mn their careers or earning a higher salary. 

The findings from motivational research suggest that individuals choose to volunteer if they view 
the volunteer expenen,:e as meeting their specific goals. However, whether the volunteer 
experience will achrevf- this is a matter of interpretation and, thus. Individuals may be influenced 
by messages crafted and marketod by volunteer organi~tions. In an earlier study by some of 
the same authors (ClaIy. Snyder. Copeland. and Frendl 1994), they found that messages which 
provided abstract a~guments countering reasons for not volunteering and concrete reasons to 
volunteer were the most effective in enticing college students to volunteer. They also found that 
the effectiveness or a particular style of message depended upon the target audience (i.e ., 
recruiting new or retair '"9 current volunteers). 

While an important stec in the right direction, this research only provides a ''thin description" of 
ways organizations carr and do motivate volunteers. As Geertz suggested to researchers of 
ideology, we must comprehend how "metaphor, analogy. irony, ambiguity, pun, paradox, 
hyperbole. rhythm. and all other elements of what we lamely call 'stvte' operate" (1973:209) to 
motivate volunteenng The following example (from the literature on political culture) offers an 
illustration of the intncades and non-rational nature of motivation, wlhich equally applies to 
encouraging someone t:> volunteer for a particular organization as it does to convincing someone 
to vote for a political p.,rty. 

During one of Israel's elections. Oe$hen (1976) observed an Israeli attempting to convince 
another to vote for the ~Jational Religious Party (NRP'). In Israel. each political party is 
represented by a Ht?bri~-N letter or letters. Through this letter the party attempts to metaphorically 
link itself with those va'ues held by their intended followers. The letter of the NRP is a "B" (Bet rn 
Hebrew). which could !-·:and for Bereshit (Blessing). The following monologue was recorded by 
Deshen (1976:91 ) · "Wh~n I go to vote, I take the "B" slip in my hand. I kiss itl I say lesheim yihud 
kudshal and I drop it int~ the baUot box." He points out that this statement is a play upon "routine 
behavior in the perfom,;mce of acts of ritual devotion in Judeo--Moroccan tradition .. (1976:91). 
The speaker is argl ,ing that the individual's ritual obligation should b,e fulfilled through a political 
practice that is obligated by the State. Moreover, it is only through the extra-ordinary power of a 
particular political part', that the sewlar act of voting could be transformed into the fulfillment of a 
sacred, religious obligation 

In this examiple, as 1n the research described above, people volunteer (vote) for a particular 
organization (politiul ~arty) because they believe that it will fulfill certain personal goals. 
However, volunteering cis goal fulfillment is not an objective entity that can easily be measured 
quantitatively; it is suor-~d,ve, non-rational, and influenced by the interpretations of others. 

The resonance of Deshen's research on political leadership with volunteering suggests that 
political-anthropological approaches may have much to offer. In particular, the work of Ricoeur 
(1986) on ideology .1nr.1 :eadership provides an unique way of viewing the practice of 
volunteering. Ricoeur .3sserts that (1) an organizations' (leader's) claim to participation 
(authority) must be see-n as self-evident to and obligatory upon the "volunteer" (populace) -
denying any need for ,, : luntary acceptance. H~ver, (2) the successful motivating of 
volunteers to participate (the actualization of the claim) depends precisely on gaining the 
volunteers' (populaf:e's~ acceptance of that claim. Moreover, (3) the volunteer'$ (populace) can 
never accept an organ,2:ations' (leader's) claim on purely rational grounds. Thus, (4) the problem 
of motivating volunteer5 (leadership) is how to overcome in a non-rational manner the gap 
between claim and bel f.!f in a way that does not revea,I the participation of the volunteers in that 
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organization (the authc·nty of the leader) as dependent upon the beliefs of the volunteers 
(populace). 

PAGE 07 

What does this mean f :,r those interested In motivating volunteers? First, motivating volunteers 
.,.,. , ,,. is not a rational-cno,ce process. Volunteers do not choose to volunteer based on carefully 

constructed, explicit re,3sons. Instead, they participate because they recognize the legitimacy 
and compelling nat1 ire c>f the organization's claim to their time and/or money. Second, getting 
potential volunteers to recognize the legitimacy of the organizations' claim upon them involves 
social performances {•.E·. community events, board meetings, publications, informal 
conversations. etc ) thn-: are filled with the non-rational tools of cultural discourse - metaphor, 
irony, symbol, myth a"<I ritual, among others. Third, others may be playing at the same game. 
Other organizations dec,endent upon the same pool of potentJal volunteers may be offering their 
own '"reasons" for volunteers to participate, and their messages may contain implicit (or explicit) 
"reasons" why people i-11ould not volunteer for your organization. Lastly, between the production 
of a social performanc,~ and its understanding by the potential volunteers, there is a large space 
for interpretation, re,ntf·roretation. and misinterpretation. 

SOME CONCLUDING "IOTES ON RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 

Brudnet and Kluesner I • 992) studied the relevance of published re$earch for practitioners of 
volunteer motivatior n ,ey compared the frequency of research topics covered in the 
preeminent journal of v:·lunteer research (Joumal of Voluntary Action Research / Nonprof,t and 
Voluntary Sector Quarterty) with the results of a survey of practitioners in volunteer administration 
on their perceived rese~rch needs. They reported mixed findings. While published researci'I has 
dealt with the top twent\ reported needs of practitioners, the frequency of published topics did 
not coincide with th~ rank ordering of needs given by the practitioners. Moreover, more than half 

.., • · (51 .5%) of published re !:earch articles did not deal with a reported need. 

• 'C'I • .• 

Based on their resuns ,, would seem that the fit between research and practice in volunteer 
motivation may need in,,rovement, but there is already much that practitioners can leam from 
the research. However Brudnet and Kluesner's study only reveals part of the story. It is not only 
the research subjec•. th.:1t must be compared; the w&y3 in which social scientists understand the 
research problem may i etermine the usefulness of research to practice. 

Social science tends to ask. the question: What relatively immutable characteristics of persons or 
the environment c:an bt shown to be correlated with and/or determinative of a specific type of 
event? While not a predictive science, it aspires to be postdictive (predictive after the fact). The 
goal of mainstream soc tal science is to ~ able to state that (all else being equal) the existence 
of such and such ta,:tor •; will yield such and such an effect. Thus, volunteer research aims to 
determine those retatlVf?•Y immutable aspects of persons and their environment, which when in 
existence, will lead to v:tunteering. From a practical point of view, this is problematic. It 
suggests that the b~st , und pertiaps only) way to increase an organization's pool of volunteers or 
motivate Cllrrent vol unit?ers to give more is to select volunteers with certain characteristics or 
tailor your organitatfor,' 5 goals to the goals of people most likely to give of their time or money. 
Social science reseHrct • not surprisingly, is most compatible with a marxet orientation to doing 
"business." 

We need to ask a di ffer f!nt question: How can we meaningfully understand the social, 
psychological. and c ultt, ·al processes through which humans become committed to giving of their 
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time and/or money'r T :. answer this question (and in accordance with the two theoretical 
concerns about the err:pirical research articulated above), volunteering cannot be considered as 
a distinct analytic cate~-xy. Volunteering is viewed as part of a larger social process involving 
fulfillment of the orpan:7ation's goals (such as revitalizing Jewish life in the diaspora) or as a 
particular type of socra. mobilization not unlike joining unions, political parties, or revolutionary 
cells. To understal"d ·,::,Junteer participation, we need to become more concise and clear in 
regard to the specif ic actions we desire of others and the purposeful meaning of those actions. 
As a professor of mine , Peter Vayda) once taught me, if you want to understand why 
deforestation is occi\Jrri'" g in a particular area, don't try to understand "defor-estation" as a distinct 

' ..,. and unified phenomenc1 Instead, begin by finding those peopfe who are cutting down trees and 
ask them why they are doing it Research into volunteering for a Jewish organization should 
begin by asking tho~e ,-.ho volunteer why they are doing so. From a careful analysis of their 
answers informed by ari understanding of social mobilization processes in general and Jewish 
history and practicn 11, 1>:1rticular, we can begin to understand how to encourage others to 
volunteer. 

As a final note, the P.xi~ting research literature focusing specifically on Jewish giving tends to 
replicate the finding ; 01 and problems associated with the general literature on the determinants 
of volunteer participatiCP. a$ detaile~ in the first two $~Qns. Horowitz (1991) reached a similar 
conclusion. For instar.c:,3 _ Rimor and Tobin (1991) and Ritterband (1991) have found that 
particular religious pract!ces and religious identity correlate with increased giving. Yet, as 
Rittetband (1991 ·591 st.ates.. "Identification is not enough. One must have a sense of moral 
obligation toward th•)se ·.vith whom one idantifre$ pn order to encourage giving]." Unfortunately, 
his research does n")t -e> ptore the social and cultural ways that moral obligations to give are 
cultivated among JeM, 

As Horowitz (1991 · 187} states in the prelude to her own study of giving among havurah Jews, "to 
understand 'who giv~s 1v!"lere and why we must take stock of the socio-psychological climate 
within which a perscn enacts choices about giving money to one cause but not to another." 
However, to follow this ,;uggestion offered by Horowitz and explicated above requires 
researchers to focus thP.tr studies on the particular social, cultural, and psychological worlds of 
actual groups of interai:t ng people. In this way. knowtedge that will be useful to practitioners of 
volunteer participat ic,r 111·11 t:,e built up slowly - one group or sub-group at a time. 
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VOLUNTEERING: 
WH.C, T CAN BE LEARNED FROM ACADEMIC RESEARCH? 

Bill Robinson 

In reviewing the research on volunteering, two basic questions were asked: 
• Who volunteers, 
• How are people motivated to volunteer? 

Most of the research on volunteering seeks to aMWer the first question by finding those relatively 
immutable characterist•~s of people and their environment that are associated statistically with 
the act of volunteering For example, studies have found that people Who live in small towns, 
have college degree ~r:ore high on an empathy test, and/or have friends in the organization tend 
to volunteer more thar· ,)thers. Yet, in practice, not all people with these characteristics actually 
volunteer. Thus it 1s a•so important to understand the processes by which people are motivated 
to actually volunteer 

The findings presented in this report are derived from a search of social science journals and 
published books over ~he last two decades. This yielded a multitude of (primarily) quantitative 
studies on volunteering (in general). II" addition, a search was done on the more focused topics 
of nonprofit. business .. government, and congregational lay leadership. This additional search 
did not yield any information directly pertinent to the two questions. Case studies of particular 
non-profit organitatior.s. churches, or social movements were not examined. While these could 
provide useful insights into, the motivation of volunteers in that particular group, the usefulness of 
the research would be dependent upon the sim"arity of that group to those people who CIJE is 
interested in motivatin ·:: to volunteer. This point is explicated further in the final section of the 
report. 

WHO VOLUNTEERS~ 

Over the last couple ot decades. researchers have discovered many answers to the question -
Who volunteers? These answers can be grouped into five areas: 
• Context. dealiriq with issues such as region, community size, and attributes of 

organizations 
• Social eackSl!~'!J!'.!51!, dealing with issues such as education, household size. income, race, 

and age; 
• Personal~ dealing with issues such as empatt'ly, morality, and ego strength; 

Attjtydes, dealing with issues SYch as perceived benefits and costs, ideological 
agreement with aims of voluntary organization. and sense of civic responsibility; 

• Situation. dealing with issues such as previous organizational involvement, having friends 
in the organization. and being asked to join. 

The following lists 1he qualities of those people (and their environments) who have been found to 
be likely to voluntP.~r .;,s you may note, findings from different studies may contradict one 
another. 

CONTEXT 
• People who live in smaller, rural communities 

(Curt1!- Grabb, and Baer 1992; Sundeen 1992) 
• People who w()rk in larger corporations 

(H6ugl;v1d and Shepard 1985} 
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• People who att·~nd colleges with positive attitudes toward volunteering 
(Fo:ss 1983) 

• People who att"?.nd church regular1y 
(Hoc!gk,,. son. Weitzman. and Kirsh 1990) 

SOCIAL 8ACKG~OUNO 
• People who have a higher education 

(Edwarns and White 1980, among many other studies) 
• People who ha v'e a prestigious occupation 

(Edwan1s and White 1980; Palis i and Kom 1989; Vaillancourt and Payetter 1986) 
• People who work fun-time 

(Au:s.lander and Litwin 1988; Curtis, Grabb. and Baer 1992; Edwards, EdWards, 
andl Watts 1984; Reddy and Smith 1972) 

• People who work part-time 
(Ho<1gk1nson and Weitzman 1986; Hodgkinson, Weitzman. Noga, and Gorski 
198fi. Vaillancourt and Payette 1986) 

• People w ho ha\le higher incomes 
(AuslaN ler and Litwin 1988: Cutter 1990; Edwards and White 1980; Hodgkinson 
and We-•tzman 1986; Hodgkinson, Weitzman, Noga, and Gorski 1986; Menchik 
and W~•sbrod 1987; Palisi and Korn 1989; Sundeen 1992) 

• People who are home owners 
(Florin , ,Jones, and Wandersman 1986) 

• People who arP. long time residents 
(Au:slar der and Uttin 1988; Berger 1991; Florin, Jones, and Wandersman 1986; 
Schiff 1990) 

• People whc an~ married 
(Florin .1011,es, and Wandersman 1986; Hodgkinson and Weitzman 1986; 
Hodgkinson, Weitzman, Noga, and Gorski 1988; Palisi and Kam 1989; 
Vaiflanc:,) urt and Payette 1986) 

• People whc:, are se-parated or divorced 
(Williams and Ortega 1986) 

People who have small families 
(Edwards and White 1980) 

• People who ar~ older 
(Florin ,Jor\es, and Wandersman 1986) 

• People who ar~ middle age 
(Aus lan,j er and Litwin 1988; Hodgkinson and Weitzman 1986; Hodgkinson, 
W eitzrr·r!n, Noga, and Gorski 1986; Palisi and Kom 1989; ~oof and Hoge 1980; 
Va1llan,;ourt and Payette 1986) 

• People who are males 
(Curtis Grabb, and Baer 1992; Cutler 1980; Palisi and Kom 1989; Williams and 
O rtega ·\ 986) 

• People who are- females 
(Ho dgk 1son and Weitzman 1986; Hodgkinson, Weitzman, Noga, and Gorski 
1992) 

• People who arE: white 
(Hodglonson and Weitzman 1986; Hodgkinson, Weitzman, Noga, and Gorski 
1986 Palisi and Kom 1989; Sundeen 1992) 

• People whn are:: non-white 
(Au .;lc'l: ·!er and Litwin 1988; Bob and Gilliam 1990; Palisi and Kom 1989; W illiams 
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and Ortega 1986) 

PERSONALITY 
• 

• 

People who have more empathy, morality, emotional strength, and ego strength 
(All~n and Rushton 1983) 

People w ith a tugh religious identity 
(Rinior a.l"ld Tobin 1988) 

ATTITUDES 
• 

• 

• 

People who p'! r~:e ive the benefits of volunteering to be greater and/or the costs to be 
lower 

(CondrP. Warner, and Gillman 1976; Klandermans 1984; Schafer 1979} 
People who share the aims of the volunteer organization 

(Cook 1984; Janner 1982) 
People who v,ew the volunteer organization as effective 

(Check :; 1985; Florin, Jones, and Wandersman 1986; Friedman, Florin, 
Wande·sman, and Meier 1988) 

People with a sense of ciVic obligation 
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(Florin Jones, and Wandersman 1986: Friedman, Florin, Wandersman, and Meier 
1988) 

PeOf)le who vit-w the activity as interesting 

SITUATION 

(Girdo" 1983; Hodgkinson and Weitzman 1986; Hodgkinson, Weitzman, Noga, 
end Gc rski 1992; Opp 1986) 

• People whc• have received services from the voluntffr organization 
{),daf'l'I!- 1980; Hodgkinson and Weitzman 1986; Hodgkinson, Weitzman, Noga, 
and Gorski 1992) 

• · People whc, have friends in the organization 
(HoiJgla:id and Wood 1980; Perkins 1989; Rohs 1986) 

• People whc• learn about the volunteer opportunities through participation in church or 
synagogue ach'lities or from someone at the church or synagogue 

(Greeley 1997) 
• People whc, wP.re asked to join 

(Berge, 1991) 

THEORETICAL MODI: l.S ANO THEORETICAL CONCERNS 

The research on volur•teer participation, as outlined above, has yielded many "findings." At best, 
the studies point tc,wa,1 important variables that must be taken into account in any general 
explanation of volunte~ring. At worst, the studies yield a jumble of disparate and sometimes 
conflicting results A theoretical structure is needed to make sense of the "findings." Toe 
following discusses tv,,o such theoretical models; 
• Dominant Stat1..,5 Model 
• General Activ1h, Model 

The Dominant Status Model asserts that certain types of people are more likely to end up 
participating in voluntf··~r activities than others (Lemon, Palisi, and Jacobson (1972). These 
people ere character ; ,,,d by having certain socially approved or "dominant" statuses, such as 
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higher education. greater income, middle age, married, longer length of community residence, 
and more children und'!.- eighteen (Smith 1983). For those with previous involvement in 
volunteer organizat,ori!{ that focus on fund-raising, this model seems intuitively accurate. 
Federation staff m~mbt-rs, for example, tend to want on their committees those persons who 
have the potential t,, d•mate a substantial amount and/or have a certain social status in the 
community (perhaps t>·, dint of age or long-term, multi-generation residence in the community). 
Thus. the organizat ,on.:ii staff may be pre-selecting for certain types of participants. Yet. for the 
most part, researct- h-3 ~ not delved into distinctions between organizations with varying degrees 
and types of selectivity fl the people they allow or encourage to participate. To understand who 
volunteers, research rr:11st acquire a better comprehension of what makes certain people more 
attractive to particu iar . :ilunteer organizations. 

The General Activit odel (Smith, Macaulay, and Associates 1980) views volunteer participation 
a er soc,.111y approved way of using one's discretionary time. The model asserts 
that people who en.gage more in socially approved discretionary activities, such as sociaiizing 
with the neighbors. ,ntwacting with friends, informal helping, charitable giving , political activity, 
church participatior, a,v l mass media activity (with the exception of television watching), will also 
enga-ge more in volunt•?er activities. The common wisdom correlate of this model is " If you want 
something done, ask sr:omeone who is alway, busy." The explicit assumption of this model is 
that volunteering is nt, different than other socially approved forms of using discretionary time 
and, thus, it is hypcthl:!~ zed that predictors of one usage will predict another usage. There is 
some evidence for !Mis 'Smith 1994). 

However, there is also evidence dispu1ing this hypothesis and also suggesting that in trying to 
understand who vorul"'tE,ers it may be more beneficial to look more specifically at the type of 
volunteer activities oeP)9 performed. For instance, Heidrich (1990) found different volunteer 
roles - leadership d1rf<rt ~ervice, general support, and member-at-large - to 'be associated with 
different volunteer cha: :1cte ristics. People in leadership roles tended to have a longer history of 
volunteering. Those ir c1irect service and general support roles tended to spend more hours both 
volunteering anct in 1e,~1Jre activities. Lastty, members-at-large tended to be the most go,al
oriented and the le l 1~t .;:P.ly to be working part-time (that is, they wo'rked full-time or were retired). 

In addition, William c; c1rd Ortega (1986) found that different organizational types were associated 
with d ifferent volun,ef>• r:haracteristics. The ftve organizational types studied were: church
related; job-related; re,·0 P,ational; tratemal/service; and civic/politic.~. Education and race were 
found to be significantt\ associated with volunteering in all ftve organizational types. However, 
community size was ci·;~ociated only with volunteering in recreational, church-related, and 
civic/political organ,zat,,:,r,s . Region of residence was associated with volunteering in 
recreational, job-rel ate" and fratemaVservice organizations. 

Both of these studies :, Jggest that in the attempt to understand the nature of volunteering 
(especially, who vo1un1ners) it may be more productive to focus one's efforts on tho s~fic:: type 
of volunteering and n·, · ~articular type of volunteer organization in which one is interested. 

HOW ARE PEOPL~ I\.DTIVATED TO VOLUNTEER? 

While there have beer many studies on the question of who volunteers, there tias been little 
research done on ttie ~•Jestion of how people are motivated to actually volunteer. Moreover, as 
will be discussed th·~. ·,~search is not very insightful. 
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As an example of this rE-search, Clary, Snyder, and Stukas (1996) found that people are 
motivated to volunt~er ~" being provided with an opportunity to fulfill a personal goal. They list 
six possible goal~· (1 1 ti:,pressing or acting upon one's values: (2) increasing one'a knowledge or 
skills; (3) enhancing onE:-'s self-esteem; (4) gaining experiences that will benefit their career; (5) 
fitting into social grc-u~i; and (6) coping with inner anxieties. Individuals may seek to fulfill one or 
more of these goals th,ough volunteering. Moreover, the researchers found that different goals 
tend to be more ,mport,:tnt to different types of people. For instance, career motivations are less 
important among th,-,s-= #ho are more established in their careers or earning a higher salary. 

This research suggest~. that individuals choose to volunteer if they view the volunteer experience 
as meeting their specifi:: goals. However, Whether the volunteer experience will achieve this is a 
matter of interpretation and , thus. individuals may be influenced by messages crafted and 
marketed by volunt~er )rganizations. In an eartier study by some of the same authors (Clary, 
Snyder, Cop.eland. anrl ;:-rench 1994), they found that messages which provided abstract 
arguments countering reasons for not volunteering and concrete reasons to volunteer were the 
most effective in entic!ng college students to volunteer. They also found that the effectiveness of 
a particular styte ot -ne -~c;age depended upon the target audience (i.e ., recruiting new or retaining 
current volunteers). 

While an important stf\p in the right direction, this research onty provides a "thin description" of 
ways organizations car, and do motivate volunteers. As Geertz suggested to researchers of 
ideology, we must comorehend how "metaphor, analogy, irony, ambiguity, pun, paradox, 
hyperbole, rhythm, and .)II other elements of what we lamely call 'style' operate" (1973:209) to 
motivate volunteering - he following example (from the anthropology literature) offers an 
illustration of the intricac ies and non-rational nature of motivation, which equally applies to 
encouraging someone t) 11olunteer for a particular organization as it does to convincing someone 
to vote for a political Pci'"'Y 

During one of Israel's etactions. Oeahen (1976) observed an Israeli attempting to convince 
another to vote for the National Religious Party (NRP). In Israel, eaeh political party is 
represented by a HebrP."N letter or letters. Through this letter the party attempts to metaphorically 
tin~ itself with those var, ,es held by their intended followers. The letter of the NRP is a "B" (Bet in 
Hebrew). which could Mand for Bereshit (Blessing). The folloWing monologue was recorded by 
Deshen (1976:91 ). ··wt,t:!n I go to vote, I take the "B" s lip in my hand. I kiss it ! I S8)' lesheim yihud 
kudshal and I drop 1t int-:, the ballot box.'" He points out that this statement is a play upon "routine 
behavior in the perf1Jrrr.<ince of acts of ritual devotion in Judeo-Mo~n tradition•• (1976:91). 
The speaker is argt.11n9 that the individual's ritual obligation should be fulfilled through a political 
practice that is obligatf<i by the State. Moreover, it is only through the extra.ordinary power of a 
particular political part) that the secular act of voting could be transformed into the fulfillment of a 
sacred, religious obtigat1C>n 

In this example, as rn t!-ie research desCl!ibed above, people volunteer (vote) for a particular 
organization (political party) because they believe that it will fulfill certain personal obligations. 
Their religious obligat1c011s are transformed into political obligations through the use of metaphor. 
The resonance of Deshen' s research on political leadership with volunteering suggests that 
anthropological approaches may have much to offer. They can show volunteer organizations 
how to motivate penplf ~hrough the use of metaphor, symbol, myth, and ritual (among other too~s 
of communication) n :t· '! context of community events, board meetings, publications. and 
informal conversatum·;. 
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SOME CONCLUDING ~JOTES ON RESEARCH ANO PRACTICE 

In conclusion, the research on the question -- Who volunteers? - has limited utility for 
practitioners. This research can tell you which types of people are more likely to volunteer than 
others. Employing thei;e research findings, you can increase your organization's volunteers by 
focusing your outreach on those types of people most likely to volunteer, such as those with 
higher education, largar incomes, and smaller families. Yet, this research does not tell you how 
to motivate these peop•t~ to actually volunteer for your particular organization, as opposed to 
another volunteer organ:zation. 

We 11eed to ask an additional que:stion: How are people motivated to volunteer {for a particular 
organization)? Unfortunately, much less research has been done in this area. Moreover, the 
researchers' understand,ngs of the motivation process are very "thin." One reason for this is that 
most research groups tc,gether within the aame category different volunteer activities for different 
types of organizations v et, how a person is motivated to sit on the board of a national, non
profit agency may be vr1stty different from how another parson is motivated to work on Sundays 
in a church kitchen pro\11ding meals to AtDS patients. To understand how to motivate 
volunteering, researchers need to distinguish between different types of volunteering and 
different volunteer organizations. As a professor of mine (Peter Vayda) once taught me, if you 
want to understand whv deforestation i1 occurring in a particular area, don't try to understand 
"deforestation'' as a dist,nci and unified phenomena. Instead, begin by finding those people who 
are cutting down trees -~nd ask them why they are doing it. Research into voh.111teering fof' a 
Jewish organization sh,>uld begin by askiing those who volunteer why they are doing so. From a 
careful analysis of their :Jnswers Informed by an understanding of social mobilization processes 
in general and JewtSh b,story and practice in particular, we oan begin to understand how to 
encourage other Jews 1.-, volunteer for the particular organization in question. 

As a final note. the existing research literature focusing specifically on Jewish financial giving 
tends to replicate the findings of and problems associated with the general literature on the 
determinants of volunte~r participetion, as detailed in the first two sections. Horowitz (1991) 
reached a similar concl,Jsion. For instance, Rimor and Tobin (1991) and Ritterband (1991) have 
found that particular rel:qious practices and religious identity correlate with increased giving. Yet, 
as Ritteroand (1 991 59• states, 11ldentification is not enough. One must have a sense of moral 
obligation toward those with whom one identifies [in order to encourage giving]." Unfortunately, 
his research does m)t e> olore the social and cultural ways that moral obligations to give are 
cultivated among Jew~ 

As Horowitz (1991 · 187) states in the preiude to her own exemplary 5,tudy of giving among 
havurah Jews, "to understand 'who gives where and why' we mu•t take stock of the sod~ 
psychological climate w i•hin which a person enacts choices about giving money to one cau&e but 
not to another." HowevN. to follow this suggestion offered by Horowitz (and mentioned above in 
regard to the work of G"P.rtz) requires researchers to focus th,air studies on the particular social, 
cultural. and psycho logi<:::al worfds of actual groups of interacting people. In this way, knowledge 
that will be useful to pr;;·ditioners of volunteer participation will be built up sl'owty - one group or 
sub-group at a time. 
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